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Abstract 

This study attempted to examine the weak form efficiency of Colombo Stock Exchange by 

applying various statistical tests on 110 shares. Importantly, this paper examined whether 

market capitalization of stocks matters on the degree of weak from efficiency in CSE.  To 

enhance objectives of this study, we applied Runs test, Autocorrelation test and Variance ratio 
th thtest on high capitalized, moderate capitalized and low capitalized shares sorted as 30 , 70  

percentile over the period of 2011 to 2015. The findings of autocorrelation test revealed that 

existence of weak form efficiency in the market which suggests that stock prices not quickly 

adjusted to new information and market capitalization does not matter in determining the 

degree of market efficiency.  However, runs test and variance ratio test showed share price 

adjustments are not efficient under all three market capitalization sorted portfolios. Overall 

results established that market capitalization matters for weak form efficiency of stocks of CSE. 

Finally, findings concluded that most of the shares in CSE are inefficiently adjusted to past 

information and market demonstrates weak form efficient market features. The results imply 

that    investors can pick up undervalued shares in the market largely and can gain abnormal 

returns significantly. .
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1. Introduction  

From the past the  parties interested in 

predicting the movement of future stock 

prices attempted to discover models that can 

predict the future stock prices accurately. 

The argument of “the stock prices move in 

random manner” that emerged with the land 

mark study of Fama (1965) challenged the 

intuition of technical analysts.    Efficient 

Market Hypothesis (EMH) is the one of the 

ground breaking theories in finance which 

evolved during 1965 to 1970s. The 

proponents of EMH could convince the 

academic and practitioner community and 

brought the attention towards their discovery 

in wider perspective. The wider acceptance 

of the discovery induced the extensive 

investigations   globally and has contended 

varying conclusions. As other theories in 

finance and other disciplines the contenders 

have formed the so called theory under some 

set of assumptions. One important 

assumptions of the EMH is that information 

is universally shared and stock prices follow 
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a random walk. One of the assumptions is 

that there are large number of buyers and 

sellers who have same expectations towards 

risk and expected returns. In the finance 

literature three forms of efficient markets are 

documented namely, they are weak form 

market efficiency, semi-strong form market 

efficiency and strong form market 

efficiency. However, much of the empirical 

evidences available for weak-form efficient 

market hypothesis compared to other two 

forms. 

This paper attempts to examine the 

prevalence of weak- form market efficiency 

in CSE. This form of market suggests that all 

the past information is reflected in the 

subsequent stock prices. We test the weak 

form efficient market hypothesis in different 

approach. One of the capital market 

assumptions is large number of buyers and 

sellers in the market, the necessary condition 

to fulfill this assumption is the there should 

be large number of shares outstanding for the 

investors to trade in the market. If the shares 

are limitedly circulated in the market, it is 

hardly seen large number of buyers and 

sellers. The capital market critique argues 

that   when the trading volume is high for a 

security or portfolio of stocks the market 

related information will be rapidly 

processed by the investors and react 

accordingly. On the other hand competition 

among the market participants is one of the 

hallmarks of the market prices to become 

equilibrium price (Reach to intrinsic value).  

To be the competition more meaningful, 

there should be sufficient number of shares 

in the market to facilitate the trading. As such 

an argument is developed in this paper that 

the market capitalization matters for the 

efficiency of the market.     

Thus, this paper attempts to 

examine the weak from efficient market 

hypothesis in CSE for three group of 

s e c u r i t i e s  n a m e l y,  h i g h  m a r k e t  

c a p i t a l i z a t i o n ,  m o d e r a t e  m a r k e t  

capitalization and low market capitalization. 

We look at whether market capitalization of 

stocks has an influence on the weak-from 

efficient market hypothesis in CSE. 

2. Literature review   

With the advent of the EMH invented by 

Fama (1965; 1970)   scholars shed light on 

the empirical investigation of the EMH in 

the stock markets. There is plethora of 

academic papers on testing the weak-form 

market efficiency in both developed markets 

and developing markets. Most of these 

studies have focused on investigating 

whether the respective market is weak-from 

efficient or not. Other studies have aimed at 

discovering the anomalies in the markets 

such as January effect, day of weak-effect 

and weekend effect. For example, Mensah, 

Adom & Pomaa-Berko (2014) examined 

impact of automation on the efficiency of the 

Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE) within the 

framework of weak-form efficient market 

hypothesis and established that the 

automation did not improve the overall 

efficiency of the stock market. 

Moreover, Önder & ªimga-Mugan 

(2006) investigated economic and political 

news affect on the market activity of two 

countries, Argentina and Turkey and 

documented that political and economic 
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news influence the volatility and trading 

volume of both markets. When the market is 

volatile and trading volume is high market 

tend to be more efficient. Al–Abdulqader,  

Hannah,  & Power (2007) examined whether 

investors can outperform the market by 

trading on the basis of historical information 

in the Saudi Stock Market (SSM). They used 

filter rule and moving average strategy and 

the results suggested that the SSM is more 

efficient than other markets.   Poshakwale 

(1996) tested the weak-form efficiency of 

the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) by 

applying the autocorrelation and runs test for 

the daily return series and presented 

evidence concentrating on the weak-form 

efficiency and on the day of weak effect in 

BSM under consideration that variance is 

time dependent.  Irfan, Irfan & Awais, 

(2010) tested the weak-form efficiency in 

Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) 100 indexes 

for the period 1999 to 2009. The study 

applied different tests such as unit root, 

autocorrelation test and ARIMA. All 

parametric methods strongly recommended 

that both return series do not follow random 

walk model and reject the hypothesis of 

weak-form efficiency and established that 

KSE is not efficient in weak-form.  

Laurence, Cai & Qian (1997) attempted to 

examine the weak-form efficiency in 

Shanghai and the Shenzen exchanges in 

China. In the Chinese markets two types of 

shares are traded A type and B type. Both 

types are traded in both markets. The results 

suggested that A type of shares are weak-

form efficient while B type shares are not 

efficient. 

Importantly, the tests on weak 

–form efficiency and random walk of stock 

prices are very popular both in emerging 

markets and developed markets. Thus, 

studies on these tests are directed for the 

comparison of the modalities   in both 

markets. For example, Worthington & 

Higgs (2005) examined the weak-form 

efficiency in Asian Emerging and 

Developed Equity Markets comprising ten 

emerging markets and five developed 

markets.  They applied different models 

such as serial correlation, runs test, several 

unit root tests and multiple variance ratio 

test. They derived varying results 

depending on the type of results for both 

markets. Highlights of findings revealed 

that all emerging markets are inefficient and 

out of five developed markets only three 

markets demonstrated random walk 

properties.  Borges (2010) examined the 

random walk behavior of stock prices in six 

European countries for the period from 

1993 to 2007 using daily and monthly data. 

The study applied different tests for the 

investigation. The tests applied are Serial 

correlation test, a runs test, an augmented 

Dickey-Fuller test and the multiple 

variance ratio test.   The findings reported 

mixed results for daily data and monthly 

data. The results suggested that monthly 

prices and returns follow random walk for 

all six countries and different results are 

reported for the daily data. 

It is observed that numerous 

studies have been conducted in developed 

markets and emerging markets on weak-
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form efficiency globally. They have applied 

different data sets such as daily, weekly and 

monthly. Most of the studies have applied 

price indexes, share prices and return series 

for the different statistical models. This 

study uses the commonly used models by 

previous researchers in a new perspective. 

This paper argues that market capitalization 

of the stock matters for the weak-form 

efficiency of CSE. Though sufficient weak-

form tests are conducted in CSE for the price 

series which are also very common to global 

evidences, papers looked at the weak-form 

efficiency in grouping stocks based on 

market capitalization is a new approach.  

3. Data and construction of market 

capitalization sorted portfolios   

Data used in this study include daily return 

data of Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) 

from January 2011 to December 2015. This 

period is valid sample to investigate the post 

war period. It is useful to test the weak-form 

efficiency of the CSE in the post war 

scenario as in the peaceful environment the 

market  capital ization of the CSE 

experienced very high and sometimes highly 

volatile.  Daily trading data is obtained from 

data Library of CSE. For the purpose of 

various tests daily returns were produced by 

using daily trading prices as follows.

R = ln (p  / p ) (1)t t t-1

Where, R  is daily return. ln stands for natural t

logarithms. Share price at time t denotes 

from P and P isshare price at time t-t t-1  1

There were 266 companies listed 

during 2011 in Sri Lankan Capital Market.  

We eliminated all the companies which were 

newly listed and delisted during the sample 

period of 2011 to 2015 to satisfy the 

inclusion of similar companies throughout 

the period. 

It is very common to see thin 

trading in frontier stock exchanges, like CSE 

due to small country effect. Since few 

transactions occur in these markets prices 

tend to be more volatile and less liquid. If 

such volatile series are used for the test 

results will be bias. Therefore, to overcome 

this issue we considered stocks which have 

200 or more than 200 trading days for each 

year from 2011 to 2015 and other firms 

dropped from the initially selected sample.  

This filtering rule dropped 103 companies 

form the initial sample and 163 stocks were 

qualified for the portfolio categorization. 

Then, these stocks were classified into three 

categories based on market capitalization. 

This resulted for the formation of three 

portfolios namely, high capitalization 

stocks, moderate capitalization stocks and 

low capitalization stocks. The procedure 

used by Kenneth R. French is followed  for 

grouping of stocks as high, moderate and 

low capitalization. Therefore, this study 
t h t hused 30  and 70  percentiles for 

categorization of return series to three 

portfolios. First, we sort the stocks in 

descending order based on the market 

capitalization. The stocks which were sorted 
thup to range of 30  percentile are considered 

as high capitalization stocks and stocks 
th thwhich were in between 30  and 70  

percentiles are classified into moderate 

capitalization stocks. At the end, stocks 
thwhich were fallen to 70  percentile and 

above are considered as low capitalization 

stocks. We did this exercise for the entire 
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sample period from 2011 to 2015. 

According to categorization 63 

stocks, 66 stocks and 34 stocks were 

qualified into high cap, moderate cap and 

low cap categories in respectively in year 

2011.   Generally, market capitalization of a 

company is not constant and it is changing 

with time  due to the fluctuations of market 

price of particular stock and number of 

outstanding shares. We observed that the 

stocks were not remained in one portfolio 

throughout the period. For example a stock 

which was grouped as high capitalization in 

2011 can be grouped under moderate or low 

capitalization in subsequent years within the 

sample period.   It is a necessary condition 

to have uniform set of stocks for each 

portfolio throughout the sample period to 

establish the uniformity of the conclusions 

of the findings.  To ascertain that  we 

identified stocks which were  changed in 

capitalization position during the sample 

period. 14 high cap stocks, 27 moderate cap 

stocks and 12 low cap companies are 

rejected from this study due to changes in 

the market capitalization position through 

the years. Table 1 states the summary of the 

sample selection.

Table 1: Summary of Sample  selection

4. Statistical models 

Econometric models and empirical 

evidences suggest three popular models to 

examine the serial dependence of a time 

series data such as Runs test, Autocorrelation 

test and variance ratio test. These models 

have been used widely to examine weak 

form efficiency of individual stocks in 

several studies.

Runs Test

At the beginning, we adopted Runs test. 

Runs test is a nonparametric analysis it is 

used to measure randomness of return series. 

It  captures the sequences of price increase or 

decrease of a stock. In other words, it is a tool 

to count the number of runs in the price 

changes. The runs test observed number of 

runs compares with the expected number of 

runs apply with Fama's (1965) assumption of 

the price change of a stock is random and 

independent. If the actual number of runs 

exceeds the expected runs is generated a 

positive Z value. On contrary, when the 

actual number of runs falls below the 

expected runs, negative z value is obtained. 

Positive Z value indicates positive serial 

correlation in the return series. On the other 

hand negative Z value implies negative 

serial correlation in return series itself.

All positive and negative expected runs for a 

share can be obtained from following 

equation.

(2)

m =

N (N+1) - n
i=1 i=1

3 2[ [
n
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Where, m denotes from expected 

number of runs and N is the total number of 

return observations. N stands for number of 

price changes of each sing (it means positive, 

negative or zero). 

Standard error of expected number of runs is 

indicated as follows,

                                                           

                                        

In this test null hypothesis of the sequence 

was produced in a random manner is tested 

against the alternative hypothesis of the 

sequence was not produced in a random 

manner.  The test statistic is,

         (4)

Where, R is the actual runs. m indicates the 

expected number of runs. ó is the standard m 

error of expected runs.

Autocorrelation test 

This is widely used test to detect the 

dependence of time series data on the past 

data series (past memory) which is also very 

popular among the researches to used as a 

tool to examine the weak form efficiency of 

the stock returns. For example, (Chaudhuri 

(1991), Poshakwale (1996), Liu (2003), 

Cooray & Wickramasinghe (2005) etc.).   In 

the current study we employed the same test 

for each of the stocks in the three portfolios 

to examine weak form efficiency of stock 

returns. Relationship between current stock 

returns with its previous lag is captured by 

Autocorrelation test. Significant negative 

autocorrelation coefficients at different lags 

indicate weak form efficiency prevails in the 

return series. . 

Variance Test Ratio 

The variance test ratio is also well 

established in the econometric methodology 

to test the weak-form efficiency introduced 

by  Lo & MacKinlay (1988) individual 

variance test. Variance ratio test compares 

the variance of different time series data over 

different time intervals. According to Lo & 

MacKinlay (1988) if data series follows 

random walk, it implies from variance of q 

period should be p times and it  differs from 

variance of the another period. The variance 

ratio is,

           (5)

If VR (J) =1 means that null hypothesis of 

stock follows weak from efficiency will be 

accepted and reject the alternative of stock 

not follows weak form efficiency.

5. Result and discussion

Table 2 presents the test results of runs test 

summarized in to three panels. The panel 1 

presents the test results for high 

capitalization stocks, panel 2 summaries the 

moderate capitalization stocks and panel 3 

reports the low capitalization stocks.

Results of runs test for high capitalized 

stocks 

The summary presented on panel 1 of Table 

2 reports that  20 stocks have statistically 

significant values  (JKH ,BUKI, SLTL, 

COMB, DIAL, SPEN, AHPL, SAMP, HAYL, 

AHUN, LOFC, NDB, LLUB, EXPO, SINS, 

RCL,SEYB, LIOC, DIPD, VEPL) at  5% and 

m
n n n

3 3 32 2 3

i=1 i=1 i=1
i=1 i=1 i=1+N(N+1)

2N (N-1)

- 2N 3- N=

m

R+

Z =
- m1

2

2

2
VR(J)=

(J)

(1)
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10% significant levels. It means that 

rejection of null hypothesis of successive 

price changes is independent and random for 

these stocks. Rest of [29] stocks is 

statistically not significant and it clearly 

shows that acceptance of null hypothesis.  In 

other terms, 20 stocks are not weak-form 

efficient and there is no random walk 

behavior of successive prices. However,   

rest of ([29] shares is efficient and 

subsequent prices are randomly distributed. 

If more meaning fully expressed, 41% of 

high capitalized stocks dependent on past 

prices. The results suggest that investors can 

predict the market return because the stock 

prices are not in  random walk. On the other 

hand 59% of high capitalized sample follows 

random walk. In other words of the 

successive price changes do not follow past 

prices.

Results of runs test for moderate capitalized 

stocks

Panel 2 of Table 2 indicates runs statistics of 

moderate capitalized stocks. The test 

statistics imply that successive returns for all 

stocks  dependent except stocks abbreviated 

as MBSL, BFL, CDB, HASU, TAFL, 

SFS,SIRA, EDEN, CSEC, VFIN, CSD, 

CFVF, CTLD,STAF. Under the low 

capitalization sample, 26% of stocks 

indicated weak –form efficiency and rest of 

64% indicate that those stocks are not 

efficient during the period of 2011 to 2015. 

Results of runs test for low capitalization 

stocks

Panel 3 of Table 2  presents runs test results 

for low capitalization stocks. Based on the 

results we have sufficient evidence to  reject 

null hypothesis of successive price changes 

are independent and accept alternative of 

successive price changes are dependent. In 

other words all 21 stocks are not weak-form 

efficient.  The results imply that investors 

can predict the behavior of future movement 

of stock prices and return based on past price 

series.

Specially, runs test result indicates 

that a clear positive relationship of weak 

from efficiency with market capitalization of 

stocks. In here, we identified 59%, 26% and 

0% weak form efficient stocks under high, 

moderate and low capitalization in 

respectively. In other words, when market 

capitalization drops the price adjustment to 

the new information is not efficient.  It 

means if market capitalization  drops in a 

particular stock then there is a high 

probability to become as an inefficient stock. 
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Table 2: Results of Runs Test
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Note: * (**) indicates statistically significant at 5% (10%) significant level. Z value is greater 

than or equal to +/- 1.96 null hypothesis of successive price changes are independent cannot be 

accepted. 

Autocorrelation results for high 

capitalization stocks

Tab le  3  p re sen t s  t he  r e su l t s  o f  

autocorrelation test under three categories of 

portfolios up to five lags. Weak from 

efficiency indicates the responsiveness of 

immediate past information. Therefore we 

tested autocorrelation up to five lags. Under 

high capitalization stocks, CARS, AHPL, 

AHUN and LOFC shows significant 

negative autocorrelation at lag 1 to 5. All the 

stocks appears significant negative 

autocorrelations at different lags except 

COMB, DIAL, SPEN,HNB,DIST, DFCC, 

CFIN,HHL, BRWN, OSEA, CCS, 

LIOC,UBC, SAMP, SHL,NDB. It means 

that those stocks hold weak form efficiency 

at different lags and returns cannot be 

predicted. Moreover, SAMP, SHL and NDB 

provide evidence for dependency of stock 

returns and predictability of stock returns at 

short run. SAMP indicates significant 

positive autocorrelation at lag 1 to 5. SHL 

shows significant positive autocorrelation at 

lag 1 and 3, NDB at lag 2. 

According to autocorrelation test 

results approximately 71% of stocks which 

were under high capitalized category hold 

weak form efficient at different lags. 

According to runs test statistic also showed 

that COMB, DIAL, SPEN, SAMP, SHL, 

NDB violates random walk model.

Autocorrelation results for moderate 

capitalization stock 

The results of serial correlation of moderate 

capitalized stocks are reported in the second 

part of the Table 5.2. It indicates that SFS, 

SIRA, BBH, CSD, VFIN, CFVF were 

statistically insignificant at lag 1 to 5. Rest of 

all securities was statistically significant and 

negative at different lags. 

Autocorrelation results for low correlation 

stock

Bottom part of the Table 5.2 depicts 

autocorrelation of low capitalized stocks. 

According to test statistics all the stocks 

were showed negative and statistically 
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significant autocorrelation coefficients at 

different lags from 1 to 5. Finally, we can 

conclude that 85% of moderate capitalized 

stocks and 100% of low capitalized stocks 

follow random walk at different lags. Put in 

to other terms, majority of moderate and low 

capitalized stocks hold weak form efficient 

and investors cannot make profit because 

predictability of stocks returns are 

impossible in Colombo Stock Exchange. 

However, autocorrelation result shows 

contrary results from runs statistics for SFS, 

SIRA, CSD, VFIN, CFVF stocks. Under the 

runs test those five stocks confirm 

independency of its successive price 

changes but under autocorrelation test it 

shows violation of random walk model. 

Same as it, all low capitalized stocks were 

i n e f f i c i e n t  u n d e r  r u n s  t e s t  b u t  

autocorrelation statistics implies efficiency 

of all low capitalized stocks at different lags.

Table 5.2: Autocorrelation test statistics
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Note: A *(**) denotes the statistically significant at 5% level 

Results of variance test ratio 

In this section the results of Lo and 

Mackinlay (1988) individual variance ratio 

test is summarized which used to investigate 

weak form efficiency of individual stocks 

listed in Colombo Stock Exchange. As 

similar to other tests we tested null 

hypothesis of stock is efficient in weak form 

against the alternative hypothesis of stock is 

not efficient in weak form. In panel 1 of 

Table 4 shows individual variance ratio 

statistics for high capitalized stocks, the 

panel 2 presents the results for moderate 

capitalized and panel 3 reports the summary 

of the low capitalized stocks. 

As suggested in the results for high 

capitalized stocks, all the stocks except 

COMB, NDB, CFIN, CCS and PABC 
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provide supportive evidence to reject null 

hypothesis of high capitalization stocks 

weak-form efficient and accept alternative 

hypothesis that high capitalization stocks are 

not weak-form efficient due to Z value does 

not fall in between +/- 1.96 and p-value also 

less than 0.05. Therefore, rejection of null 

hypothesis concluded that all stocks in high 

capitalized category except COMB, NDB, 

CFIN, CCS and PABC not  following 

Fama's (1965) assumption of weak form 

efficient. In moderate capitalized stocks, 

SFS confirms weak form efficiency and rest 

of all securities followed non-randomness 

and not efficient. At last, all low capitalized 

stocks against the theory of weak form 

efficient and all these stocks are not weak-

form efficient.  

Variance ratio test provides 

evidence to against weak form hypothesis. It 

means that there are undervalued and 

overvalued stocks in the Colombo Stock 

Exchange and investors can make profit 

from playing with undervalued and 

overvalued stocks. In other words   finally, 

variance ratio statistic confirms that market 

capitalization of stocks not matter for 

efficiency of stocks.

Table 5.3: Results of variance ratio test
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Table 4 presents the summary the results of 

three models which were adopted to 

examine the intended objective of this paper. 

. It clearly demonstrates that only 

autocorrelation test provided evidence to 

confirm existence of weak form efficiency 

of individual stocks in Colombo Stock 

Exchange (CSE). On the other hand, Runs 

test and variance ratio test statistics 

concluded that inefficiency of price 

adjustment of stocks at weak form. When it 

comes to three portfolios formed for the 

purpose, it is observed varying results.  A 

close look to results of runs test reveals that 

among the high capitalization stocks 

majority of shares [59%] demonstrates 

weak-form efficiency while for the 

moderate capitalization stocks majority of 

shares [64%] are not weak-form efficient. 

Very interestingly, the results of the test 

documented that all most all stocks 

classified as low capitalization presents 

evidence against the weak-from efficiency. 

However, the autocorrelation test revealed 

totally opposite findings to that of runs test. 

Again, the variance test ratio bears similar 

results to the runs tests. However, a cursory 

look into the results suggests that when the 

market capitalization becomes small the 

stocks become not weak-from efficient in 

most of the time.    
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Table 5.4: Summary of statistical tests

6. Conclusion 

This study attempted to investigate weak- 

form efficiency of 110 stocks of CSE over 

the period of 2011 to 2015. To assess the 

effect of market capitalization on weak form 

efficiency, Runs test, Autocorrelation test 

and variance Ratio test were applied to high 

capitalized, moderate capitalized and low 

capitalized stocks separately. The results of 

three tests suggest mixed results of weak- 

form efficiency. Runs test and Variance ratio 

test confirm the existence of weak-form 

ineff ic iency of  s tocks .  However,  

autocorrelation provided supportive 

evidence to conclude that stocks follow 

random walk and market capitalization does 

not matter for the weak- form efficiency. On 

the other hand analysis results of Runs test 

and Variance ratio test suggested 

capitalization matters for the weak form 

efficiency of stocks. It clearly indicates that 

when the market capitalization drops in 

stocks the stocks tend to be weak-from  

inefficient. It very clearly demonstrates in 

the results of  runs test and variance ratio test 

which show 100% of low capitalized stocks 

do not follow weak form efficiency. The 

findings of this paper practically correct as 

information about low cap stocks is less 

available than high cap stocks and lack of 

information makes those stocks to 

mispriced. Finally, this analysis provides 

supporting evidence to conclude that market 

capitalization matters for weak form 

efficiency of stocks in CSE.
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